THE PERFECT WAY TO ENHANCE ANY WORK ENVIRONMENT.

SIMPLE
Enjoy crystal-clear, reliable video service with no need for satellite dishes or antennas.

FLEXIBLE
Charter Business® offers multiple programming packages, so you can get the right channels at the right price.

RELIABLE
You get 24/7 customer support that’s backed by local Charter Business technicians.

WHAT IT IS
Charter Business Cable TV® is the perfect solution to bring more entertainment and information into any business.

Start with our Expanded Basic channel lineup, which includes popular cable networks, local broadcast channels, sports, and news. Upgrade to Digital Cable and customize your entertainment with a variety of programming packages that lets you choose from:

- Sports
- Information and Entertainment
- Spanish Programming
- Movies and Premium Channels
- High-Definition Programming (where available)

HOW IT WORKS
Charter Business Cable TV® can be connected to TVs in multiple rooms or locations via standard cable outlets, which Charter Business will install. Digital Cable requires a set-top box on each TV receiving digital service. TVs not equipped with a digital set-top box will still receive our Expanded Basic channel lineup. If you own or are thinking of purchasing HDTVs, be sure to connect them with Charter Business HD® service. This advanced service provides you with an HD receiver and HD programming that works with your HDTV to deliver a picture that’s up to six times sharper.
## WHAT YOU GET

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SERVICE</th>
<th>FEATURES AND CHANNELS (Programming may vary by market)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Charter Business Cable TV® | • Great picture and sound  
                          • Available premium channels like HBO® and Cinemax®  
                          • Local broadcast channels and popular cable channels, including: CNN®, ESPN, the Disney Channel™, and VH-1™ |
| Charter Business Digital TV™ | Get all the features of Charter Business Cable TV, plus:  
                          • Digital-quality picture and sound  
                          • An interactive programming guide  
                          • A wide selection of channels, including: Biography® Channel, Fit TV, and Bloomberg                                                     |
|                          | Customize your Digital Cable by choosing from these programming packages:                                                      |
|                          | **Digital View**  
                          Even more of the channels you desire including MTV Hits, VHI Classics, Bloomberg, Noggin, and many more                                |
|                          | **Sports View**  
                          Pro, college, extreme, and outdoor sports from channels like: Fox College Sports, Fox Soccer Channel, ESPN Classic, Fuel TV™, and the Outdoor Channel™ |
|                          | **Total View**  
                          Channels covering a wide range of interests, including: The History Channel®, Independent Film Channel, Fuse™, and Discovery Kids™ |
|                          | **Movie View**  
                          The best movies and award-winning programming from channels like: Showtime®, The Movie Channel™, and Encore®                               |
|                          | **Latino View**  
                          Spanish-language sports, news, music, and family channels such as: CNN en Español™, MTV® Español, and Telefutura                  |
| Charter Business HD®     | • Programming formatted specifically for HDTVs  
                          • Six times the clarity of regular programming and 5.1 Dolby® Digital surround sound  
                          • Expansive wide-screen format  
                          • Local HD broadcasts and popular channels like ESPN HD, ESPN 2 HD, FSN HD™, Discovery HD Theater, and HD Net | (where available)